
Boardriders are dreamers. They dream of
things that never were and make them

happenBoardriders is a leading action sports and lifestyle company that designs, produces and distributes branded

apparel, footwear and accessories for boardriders around the world. Our apparel and footwear brands

represent a casual lifestyle for young-minded people who are inspired by a passion for outdoor action sports.

At Quiksilver, we believe boardriding is a universal source of fun, freedom and natural energy, so powerful it

transforms lives. From the mountain and the wave to the streets, we infuse art with performance and

performance with art, to create premium products and experiences for everyone out there who is like us...

restless for adventure.





Billabong began its long, amazing ride in 1973 on the Gold Coast of Australia. It all started with a single,

humble pair of boardshorts and a crocheted bikini crafted on founder Gordon Merchant’s kitchen table. Today,

Billabong is a leader in surf-inspired apparel and accessories for men and women with one simple mission: to

inspire youth through progressive surf culture.

Inspired by the mountain and the wave since 1990, ROXY creates first-of-its-kind products that strike the

balance between style, performance and femininity. Celebrating the empowerment of women in action sports

through their accomplished portfolio of female athletes, ROXY invites women worldwide to "Make Waves. Move

Mountains." Today, ROXY is a call to action to all women and dreamers to feel beautiful and strong in their

own skin. It's about shooting for the stars and lifting up others so that they can do the same.



DC Shoes is not a brand for perfect people. We have cracks in our sidewalks and holes in our jeans. We fall

down. Frequently. We know character comes through collision. It connects us to the streets we skate on, and to

creative individuals around the world. So always get back up. Always challenge. Always push.

RVCA is the brainchild of company founder, PM Tenore. Transcending the boundaries of traditional action

sports apparel, RVCA is a design-driven lifestyle brand free from passing trends. It appears as natural on the

shelves of a boutique as it does on those of a local skateshop. RVCA is brought together by a group of like-



minded individuals from various subcultures, a collaboration of sorts and a lifestyle within itself.

Element is a globally conscious lifestyle brand, rooted in skateboarding, the arts and nature. Element creates

well-crafted products that are made to endure and is inspired by workwear, outdoor, and military aesthetics.
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VonZipper slid into this world fully committed to personal freedom and a rebellion against convention. We flirt

with fashion and defy sport, celebrating diversity and participation. We embrace a never-ending pursuit of

getting out there and being somebody.
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